
housekeeping
all assignments, quizzes are graded and in the mailbox on the 3rd floor KBSB 

PROJECTS: lab space is limited… please book lab time 

please be clear with your materials and equipment needs 

supervision is available during normal working hours,   (M-F 9:00 am - 5:45 pm) 

remember, next 2 tuesday sessions, Lab A will be open for our normal meeting time (optional) 

safety is not optional! 

today is our last regular class meeting 

POLL: tutorial for figures and tables/report guidelines? 

but first…



course & teaching evaluation



ENVS2001 Learning 
Outcomes

understand how scientific data is used to address 
environmental problems 

have a basic understanding of the techniques and 
methods necessary for collecting environmental data 

understand some of the problems inherent in data 
collection and how this impacts interpretation 

understand how data collected in the lab and field can 
be used to critically evaluate ideas



please comment on

course content, what did you like, and not like? 

course materials: what do you think of the “flipped 
classroom” (online tutorials/lectures, in class hands-on) 

course website: easy to access, clear? 

assessments, more or less? report or exams?



http://setl.hku.hk

http://setl.hku.hk


DNA techniques
unlocking biodiversity



DNA
uses 4 nucleotides 
(adenine, guanine, 
thymine, and cytosine) 

rich in N and P! 

genetic code is unique to 
species, individuals 

however, largely conserved 
(common ancestry)



extracting DNA
must lyse cells to free 
DNA 

remove proteins 
(enzymes) cell debris 

isolate DNA 

purify by rinsing 

re-suspend in buffer



MoBio PowerSoil Kit

optimized chemistry for removing inhibitors to PCR reactions



“cook-book” protocol
we will use the “wet soil” 
modification 

remove beads from tube 
and place in a clean vessel 

add Symbiodinium 
suspension and spin 

remove supernatant, add 
beads and buffer to pellet



Text

gel electrophoresis
visualize and separate DNA fragments



total genomic DNA

MoBio

Supplier A

Supplier B



Text

polymerase chain reaction
take one strand of DNA and make millions…



PCR “amplicon”

MoBio

Supplier A

Supplier B



Text

sanger sequencing
a PCR with colored “terminal” nucleotides



Text

coral-hosted Symbiodinium
biodiversity, resilience, and resistance to global 
change



Text

coral-hosted Symbiodinium
adapted to local environmental conditions, 
extremely diverse with 9 divergent “clades”



Text

coral-hosted Symbiodinium
multiple gene “markers” or “targets” to identify 
species identity



Text

Symbiodinium diversity
highly diverse in the “coral triangle” varies with 
water quality, sedimentation, thermal stress



Text

phylogenetic tree
constructed using single nucleotide 
polymorphisms as characters


